
MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME
We would love to see you more often, so we invite you to claim

a space for your own in one of our custom-made lockers.

-STARTER SPACE-
A custom-built locker in our lounge devoted solely to you for
the safe storage of your personal bottles. Enjoy your bottles

on-site any time the lounge is open, and let us serve you
cocktails made with the bottles you've selected for a minimal
charge. Starter Space members receive exclusive offers and
discounts on tastings and featured bottles and are a part of

our private Chapter 4 mailing list.
*We ask members of the Starter Space program to purchase a minimum of
one bottle from our bottle menu every three months in order to maintain

their membership.* 

-THE FOUR-RUNNERS' CLUB-
Be a part of the four-front with a membership to our Four-

Runners' Club. In addition to receiving your own locker with a
custom nameplate, membership benefits include a 40%

discount on all bottle menu purchases, four Chapter 4 drink
tokens dropped in your locker on the 4th of every month, $4
cocktails made with your locker bottles, a 40% discount on

Chapter 4 food menu items, exclusive pricing and invitations
to tastings and pre-release bottles and more fun surprises just

four our members. 
*Membership in the Four-Runners' Club is a flat fee of $400 for every four

months* 



THE FINE PRINT
-STARTER SPACE-

Bottles stored in Starter Space lockers may only be consumed on-premise during normal
business hours.

Cocktails which utilize a Starter Space member's locker bottle as a base spirit will be made in
accordance with the member's wishes but may still be subject to an additional charge at the

discretion of the bartender on duty.
In order to maintain membership benefits and a bespoke locker, Starter Space members are
asked to purchase a minimum of one bottle every three months. Each three month period will
be calculated from the date of original purchase, regardless of purchase size, and will last

three calendar months. For example, a bottle menu purchase placed on April 4th will hold a
Starter Space locker for the purchaser until July 4th. Purchase size does not affect the

duration for which Chapter 4 will hold a locker - there is a one bottle minimum every three
months, but two bottles does not  guarantee a locker for six months, etc.

-THE FOUR-RUNNERS' CLUB-
Custom nameplates may not include offensive or derogatory language.

40% discounts are applied to the price of a bottle listed on our Chapter 4 bottle menu and are
non-transferable.

Chapter 4 drink tokens may be redeemed for any cocktails listed on our current cocktail
menu. Chapter 4 drink tokens are transferable, but do not carry over from month to month.

We guarantee that each Four-Runner locker will contain four drink tokens on the 4th of every
month.

Food discounts are applicable to regular Chapter 4 menu items only, and may not be applied
to Les Amis menu items.

Cocktails made with Four-Runner locker bottles as their base spirit may incur a maximum
cocktail charge of no more than $4, to be applied at the discretion of the bartender on duty.
Discounted event pricing is only offered to Four-Runner members and one guest per event.

In order to maintain membership in the Four-Runners' Club, a $400 flat fee is requested every
four calendar months (for example, a membership fee paid on April 4th will hold a Four-

Runner locker for the purchaser until August 4th).
 
 

More than anything, a good time must be had by all.


